
The Congo Marches to Freedom
by J. GIRODOT

In the storm and fires of revolution, imperialist intervention and
turmoil, a new African independent state, the Republic of the
Congo, was born in July 1960 .

For seventy years, the Belgian colonizers had beenn masters of
this vast country of fourteen million Africans, whose rubber and
ivory they plundered ; whose diamonds, uranium and copper they
looted ; whose people they ruthlessly exploited in some of the most
horrifying labour scandals in the history of the rape of Africa .
The Belgians always boasted that they bad found the formula

for the "model" colonial order, undisturbed and ever unchanging .
The "formula" seemed simple : Hold on at all costs to "paternal"
order, under which the African is a worker, but never a voter . The
Civil Service was kept White and no African was ever admitted to
any command post in the Police or the Army . Mission schools were
opened, but not institutions for higher education .

When the Congo became independent on June 30, 1960, there
was the spectacle of the very first African doctor ever graduating
from the University of Lovanium, which is itself only six years old .
And it has been estimated that this newly self-governing African
State started life with just twelve senior civil servants, sixteen
university graduates and virtually no Congolese in the service above
the rank of clerk .

Above all else, the Belgians sought to keep a tight holdover the
political activities of the Africans, and to stamp them out ruthlessly
before they got too daring . Spies and informers kept a sharp watch
on the activities of Congolese patriots, many of whom were
arrested, deported and even murdered' in the sickeningly familiar
manner of colonialists striving to maintain their domination .

THE BELGIAN COLONIAL ORDER
In many ways, the Belgian order in the rich Congo has been a

textbook model of Imperialism at work. There was the early
conquest by force of arms and the expropriation of the land . One,
third of Congo land was alienated for non-African occupation,
though of the 109,000 Whites in the Congo, only one in ten was a
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settler and the rest were Civil Servants or Missionaries .
Giant monopolies grew up, with strong international connections,
U.S., British and West German, to exploit the immense labour and
material resources of the country . By 1956, the value of foreign
investment in the Congo was something like 11,000 million-20%
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5 Africa'swealthiest country. Of this capital . 0%
to 90% was held by a small group of Belgian finance louses which
gripped Congo production and exports in a tight monopoly . 60%
of the Congo's wage-earning population was employed in little
more than 3% of the Congo's commercial undertakings. Here was
a vast Empire of inter-locking private and State interests, presiding
over which was the financial house of Sociele Generate. This group
in which the Belgian Government owns a half share, controls the
copper production of the great Union Miniere mining group which
monopolises copper. uranium and other metal deposits in the rich
Katanga area, besides many other industries, commerce, banking .
insurance and transport throughout the Congo .

Under Belgian rule, the traditional life of the people has been
completely disrupted . One in every two adult African men has
been drawn from farming his land into work on the mines,
plantations, or in industry. Yet all the industrial development was
not in the interests of the Congo people but in those of the Belgian
and other foreign colonialists, who battened on this wealthy African
territory. Here is the essence of the colonial system : the subjection
of the Congo's economy, to the requirements of the Imperialist
county . The Congo was the source of cheap raw materials and
primary products, a market for the products of the imperialist
country, a sphere for capital investment in search of super profits .
Its inhabitants were not regarded as people, but as providers of
cheap labour power . .
What secondary industry has developed has been mainly to

serve the needs of the mining industry, and to assist the trans .
portation of the Congo's wealth overseas into her colonial masters'
coffers . Industry is concentrated chiefly in the Katanga mining
region and the export centre of Leopoldville .

The Congo has probably the largest African working
class in the continent south of the Sahara, with the
exception of the Union of South Africa . But the highest
point to which Africans have been allowed to advance
has been that of skilled artisans . Business control and
management remained a monopoly of Whites .



The income of the Congo workers was about £40 a
head per year, or one-tenth of the wage of the Belgian
worker.
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Hence, when after the war the world prices of copper and other
raw materials fell steeply, the effects on the Congo were shattering.
In the Katanga area, by early 1958 there were already sixteen
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dependence moves, thirty thousand out of Leopoldville's ninety-
thousand workers were unemployed .

A PLANNED RETREAT
Suddenly, in January 1959, the spontaneous upheavals in

Leopoldeille brought home to the Belgian colonialists that they
could not continue their regime in the Congo forever . Political
parties and groupings sprang up everywhere . Under the influence
of the developing and unfolding African Revolution, these move-
ments rapidly developed from vaguely reformist demands, to bold
and insistent claims for full independence and democracy . In the
lower Congo, a passive resistance campaign started, which led to
people simply refusing to pay taxes of all kinds, and ignoring
summonses to come to Court. Belgium felt her grip rapidly
loosening.

Belgium is one of the smaller capitalist countries . without the
military and financial resources which even far bigger imperialist
states like Britain and France have found inadequate to maintain
their former empires in this era of dynamic change . Hastily, almost
in panic, it seemed, the Belgian Government devised a new plan
to meet this serious situation. African leaders from the Congo were
summoned to Brussels, and within a short time agreement was
announced that : "Full independence" would be handed over to an
elected Congo government on June 30, 1960 . In Washington,
nndon and Pretoria, capitalist newspaper editorials bemoaned
"rash and reckless surrender".

But was it really a surrender? Did the Belgian
imperialists, the Societh Generate, the financiers and
magnates who for so long had profited so handsomely
from their ill-gotten gains in the Congo . really mean to
give them up?
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The London Times came nearer to the right answer to these
questions, when on May 20, 1960 it wrote :

"June 30 is the magic date when the Belgians lay down their
profitable burdens in the Congo and hope that the Africans
will take them up without interfering too much with the

profits ."

	

(My italics J .G .)
The Belgians had to face up to the stark fact that too rigid a
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"old-fashioned" imperialism could no longer preserve for them .
The former Minister for the Congo, Senator Van Hemelrijk

said, after his proposed political reforms for the Congo had been
rejected, that he had always recognised that if Belgium lost the
Congo, she would herself become "an under-developed country" .

"The drama was that those who thought I was busy losing
the Congo were themselves contributing most towards that
result" .

Again to quote the Times (May 21, 1960), speaking of the
Societe Generale and the international oil & manufacturing
companies such as Petrofina and Unilever :

"They recall their experiences of other countries, where
independence seemed to herald disaster and yet where, after
a brief falter perhaps, business and profits mounted at higher
rates than before. They plan not for next month or next year
but for the next twenty years, and with a gesture or two to
placate the furies, they look forward to a prosperous future" .

A conference on Congo Economic Affairs held during May of
this year set up a joint Congo-Belgian committee to consider the
creation of a joint development corporation and an investment
code "with proper safeguards for foreign investors" . Congo shares
rallied on the Brussels stock exchange, after a measure was passed
by the Belgian parliament enabling companies to transfer their
assets outside the Congo to Belgian companies. It was decided in
Brussels that the new Congo Government would be made a major
shareholder in most of the big companies . By these means the
Companies hoped that their operations would remain profitable
and-in the words of the Financial Times correspondent - that
the new government will guarantee that they will not be "liquidated
to the detriment of non-African shareholders" .
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Tlto pLANS WENT WRONG
G ea l y the Belgian colonialists -had hoped that the "transfer"
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In these hopes they were fortified by a' number of practical

ernsideratroos including the following :
After seventy years of skilful colonial rule, the various tribes

and territories of the Congo population were seriously divided .
There were no trained and experienced administrators, civil
S an ts, politicians, professional people and other cadres among
the Congolese. The only military force in the area, the Force
Publique, was officered exclusively by Belgians. The colonialists
retied heavily upon the influence and activities of such tried and
proved henchmen of imperialism as Moise Tshiombe in the
Kalanga province, who was also engaged in intrigues with the
Welensky racialist government in Northern Rhodesia, across the
border .
By raising the anti-Communist bogey, the Belgian colonialists

an d their agents hoped to gain the support and assistance of other
imperialist countries, such as Britain and the United States of
America, in preventing any genuine moves towards full indepen-
dence, which must include economic independence, in the new
republic of the Congo.
Thus-the Belgian imperialists hoped that the "transfer of

power" on June 30th would be a mere formal gesture, a piece
of window-dressing, behind which they were to continue to
exploit the resources and man-power of the Congo as before .
But they reckoned without many positive factors, which have

rapidly transformed the situation in the Congo and brought their
planss to nought They reckoned without the spirit of the African
Revolution, the spirit of unity and independence which is sweeping
the Continent .
They reckoned without the new spirit which is abroad amongst

the nations of the whole world, the solidarity of the Asiann and
African nations, and the existence of the mighty socialist camp,
headed by the Soviet Union, which will no longer permit unbridled
imperialist aggression at this period of the 20th century.
And, they reckoned without the African leaders in the Congo,

who have refused to allow their divisions to be used as weapons in
the hands of the colonialists .
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The first rude shock to the imperialists came when, after the
rigged elections, the two senior political leaders, M. Patrice
"um umbu and M. Kasavubu . healed their differences and agreed
to work together for the benefit of the people-the first as Prime
Minister, and the second as President of the new republic . When
King Baudouin arrived at Leopoldville for the formal cession of
independence, he was met with a united government . Instead of a
humble speech full of pious platitudes, and expressing, as he no
doubt hng u,

upone them t the right toegovern their own country, fhe
w
asm e

was

	

with
a militant and bitter speech of denunciation of

Belgian colonial rule from the new Prime Minister, M . Lumumbu .
In its attempts to overcome as speedily as possible the dismal

heritage of colonialism, and to "Africanise" the leading ranks of
the Congo administrative, economic, military and other personnel,
the new Lumumba government met powerful support from below
in the shape of a spontaneous revolt of the African rank-and-file
of the Force Publique against their Belgian officers .
Crude intervention by the Belgian government violating the

newly-won sovereignty of the new republic was followed by
country-wide disturbances and uprisings, in the course of which
isolated attacks were made on many White settlers .
Capitalist newspapers in the imperialist countries printed wild

stories of looting and attacks on civilians, but no real evidence was
given .
The few casualties from the unleashing of the pent-up anger of

Africans against their Belgian Tilers were nothing compared with
the ghastly years of Belgian colonial rule. And the key point was
made early on by Patrice Lumumba : had there been no Belgian
intervention it is likely that the transition to freedom would have
been as peaceful as in other African states.
Events followed upon one another in the Congo in swift

succession. Making a last-ditch effort to preserve Katanga, by far
the wealthiest and most developed area of the Republic, for
imperialism, M. Moise Tshiombe, local capitalist with close
connection with Union Ministbre declared himself "president" of
an "independent" Katanga, and actually appealed to Belgium and
the notorious Welensky government of Rhodesia for protection
Pleading danger to Belgian nationals in the Congo, the Brusseh

Government sent troops into the Republic, who immediately begar
killing and assaulting the Congolese . The young Congo Governmen
responded with strong and decisive actions . It denounced Belgiar
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The reaction was swift. A United Nations force of African

troops came to the aid of the young Repwblic, headed by a
contingent from Ghana, some brought in on Soviet planes. The
Soviet Government sent a stern warning to Belgium that further
aggression would not be tolerated .

Africans elsewhere in the Continent were swift to express their
support for Premier Lumumba in his brave freedom-struggle. In
neighbouring Rhodesia, oppressed Africans sent messages to
L umumba "the unity of the Congo must be preserved" (S.R .
Nat i onal

	

Party)Democratic
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of African unityAfricans of N. Rhodes

	

you as an enemy

	

lY . . ..
You are obviously the instrument of capitalist imperialism" .
(United National Independence Party) .

A CRUCIAL TURNING-POINT

In many ways, the stormy birth-pangs of the young Congo
Republic mark a crucial turning point in the rapidly unfolding
drama of the African Revolution, the struggle for African freedom,
unity and true independence .
Certain African nationalists have hitherto harboured illusions,

seeing in the conquest of formal political independence the end
instead of (as it is) only the beginning of African emancipation ;
believing in the newly-discovered "goodwill" of the Western
imperialist countries, and swallowing the malicious anti-Communist
propaganda made in Washington, London, Paris, Brussels, Pretoria
and Lisbon; imagining that it was possible for African economic
and social development - the essence of true independence and
self-government - to sleep in the same bed with imperialist
"investment" and exploitation .
After the July and August events in the Congo, can these naive

illusions survive ? Here, as in all great historical crises, the inner
truth, beneath the surface appearances, has been laid bare. Here
we have seen the "benevolent" mask of imperialism, conferring
"freedom" upon the Congolese, suddenly stripped away, to reveal
in all its ugly savagery and greed the real face beneath .
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OUR TRUE FRIENDS
Here, in these vital Congo events, too, emergent Africa may

learn who are its true friends, for it is truly said that only in times
of trouble do we learn whom our friends really are .
While the American, British and French imperialists manoeuvred

awkwardly, trying to conceal their support for and complicity in
Belgian imperialist robbery, Premier N . S . Krushchov in answer to
a cable sent him by Premier Lumumba and President Kassvubu,
asking about possible Soviet aid in the event of continued Western
aggression, sent a warm brotherly message to the Congo

"I have followed with close attention", wrote Comrade
Krushchov "the heroic struggle of the Congolese people for
independence. I know of the countless brutalities of the
colonialists, of their exploitation of millions of people, and
their efforts to seal the Congo off hermetically . The
Belgians signed a friendship treaty with the Congo and then
tore it up. The enemies of the Congo also threaten the
independence of other young states in Africa. It is an attempt
to set back the liberation of Africa.

"The old Congo was not only Belgian . It was the property
of big American, Belgian, British and West German monopo-
lies . The Congolese people have thrown far more than a
Belgian imperialist yoke from their shoulders .

"The Soviet Union is opposed to the collective aggression
which is now taking place in the Congo . The United Nations
has already told Belgium to withdraw her troops .

"If the imperialist states continue with their aggression, and
if those who encourage them continue to do so, then the
Soviet Union will not hesitate to take suitable measures tc
end the aggression . The imperialist powers do not only seek
to rob and plunder one peace-loving African state, they mear
later to destroy other independent states . That is why th<
question of the Congo affects the whole of mankind.

"The Soviet Union's demand is simple-hands off! Tha
Government of the Congo can rely on the necessary Sovie
help in co-operating to win your just cause.

"From the depths of its heart, the Soviet Union wishes th,
legitimate Government of the Congo and the Congoles
people success in their sacred struggle for the independent
of their country" .
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The future of the Congo is indeed a matter,of vital importance
to "the whole'.of, mankind". And most of all it is of importance to
d,y';rest of Afrca,= for, the defeat or dismemberment of the Congo
hoald be a spgcre, r5etback to ourr bgpeg, anti aspirations ; while the
advance, . and"consolidation consolidation . of the new Republic. will,l open a
iPlendid new chapter in the, progress, of, all the Africans towards
freed6m and a better life .
"That is why African patriots, wherever . they may be,, will regard
gas their first and urgent dutyy to stand by our .brothers and sisters
irS the Congo. fighting for the . independence, unity and integrity
of their new Republic .
(,Vote : This article iss referred to in the Editorial in this, issue).

Lenin and Africa
by, I . .POTEKHIN

Director of ,the Africa Institute,, U.S.S .R . Academy of Sciences
Inn the extensive literaryy heritage left us by Lenin wend many

statements and remarks concerning . Africa. The history of the
imperialist division of Africa .by the European powers ; the difficult
pos t on of the oppressed ,peoples,, thee harsh persecution of them
by the colonisers and, finally, . the first flashes of the liberation
movements- .all this found its reflection in the works of Lenin,
great teacher and 'friend of all peoples. ens

,
laved, byy imperialism .

`V.t . Lenin made. extensive use of African sources, as well as of
sources concernig the countries of Asia, to work out the theory
of the national-colonial revolution as an integral part of the general
theory of the communistt transformation of society .
When he was working on his classical work Imperialism-The

Highest Stage of Capitatisna, V .1 . Lenin read and made abstracts
., of a tremendous amount of books on historyy and economics. A
study of, Lenin's abstracts shows with what thoroughness Vladimir
Ilyich collected data concerning the plundering policy of the
imperialist powers in Africa and other parts of the world . In the
abstracts are facts, dates, statistics, while in the margins are angry,
scourging descriptions of the colonisers, of their predatory methods
of seizure and division of the African colonies : "They plunder
('divide') AFRICA "They plunder ('divide') MOROCCO",
"THEY EXCHANGE Morocco for the Congo" .- "They divide
the Congo (85) . =They divide Uganda (90)-(17 .6.189) exchange
'V7 . Lenin, Nombooks ou Imperialism, Mosmw, 1979, p .6 .
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